OFFICE ORDER

NIELIT Newsletter is published every Quarterly. The newsletter showcases NIELIT’s vision, agenda and its incessant efforts towards achieving the desired objectives. It covers the activities and initiatives taken by NIELIT on various platforms across India.

In this regard, Sh Wanpli Coelho Synnah, Junior Assistant is hereby assigned the role of Nodal Officer for Newsletter in respect of NIELIT Itanagar and its Extension Centre at Pasighat and Tezu.

Sh Wanpli will ensure that inputs highlighting various achievements/major activities along with photograph being carried out by NIELIT Itanagar and its Extension Centre are submitted to HQ on timely manner.

This is issued with the approval of the competent authority.

(Gordon Kynsai Nongkynrith)
Admin i/c

To,

Sh Wanpli Coelho Synnah
Junior Assistant

Copy to
1. Sh J. Mohan Koli, NIELIT Newsletter (Editor) for kind information